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A gap theorem of Eastham is extended to pseudo differential operators. The 
generalized gap theorem is then used to study the essential spectra of pseudo 
differential operators. 
1. INTR~DUC~ON 
Let q be a real-valued continuous function defined on [0, co). The 
spectrum ,Z associated with the differential equation 
- 3 + 4(x) w(x) = ~w(x), o<x<co (1.1) 
and the boundary condition 
w(O) cos a + f(O) sin Q = 0 (1.2) 
has been investigated by many authors. In Titchmarsh [ 181 it is shown that 
[0, co) c Z if q E L’(0, co). In Wallach [ 191 it is shown that [0, co) c Z if 
xq*(x) E L'(0, ao). It has been shown in Putnam [ 141 that Wallach’s 
condition can be replaced by q E L*(O, co). It can be found in Hartman [lo] 
that 
[O, a> c z if q(x) +O as x+03. (1.3) 
Let q be a real-valued measurable function defined on IF?“, n > 1. It can be 
found in McLeod [ 121 that the spectrum of the partial differential equation 
-&4x) + 46) v(x) = h4x), XER” (1.4) 
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contains [0, co) if 
r -n 
I 
q*(x) dx -+ 0 as r+m. 
I.4 <r 
All the abovementioned results except Titchmarsh’s are extended by 
M&sod. However, the results in the work of Brownell [ 1 ] and Glazman [8] 
are not covered. 
In Snol [ 171 it has been shown that the spectrum of the differential 
equation 
- 2 + q(x) w(x) = Mx), -m<x<al 
contains [0, co) if there is a sequence (a,,&) of intervals on (-co, a3) such 
that&-ok+0 ask + co and I/@,-a,) jtkq2(x)dx-r0 ask-, co. It can 
be found in Eastham [2] that the spectrum of (1.4) contains [0, co) if there 
is a sequence of n-dimensional cubes C, of side 21, such that 1, + co as 
k -+ co, q E L*(C,) and 
as k-co. 
Eastbam’s result obviously extends those of Snol and McLeod. It also 
includes the results of Brownell and Glazman. It should be remarked that 
Titchmarsh’s result is not included. 
It is natural to ask for an analogue of Eastham’s result when -d in (1.4) 
is replaced by a general linear partial differential operator with constant real 
coefficients P(D). Here, and in the sequel, the multi-index notation in the 
theory of partial differential equations will be used. See Section 1 of 
Chapter 3 in Schechter [ 161. In Schechter [ 161 it is proved that the essential 
spectrum of the partial differential equation 
W) w(x) + 4(x) v(x) = Mx), x E R” (1.5) 
contains {P(l): r E I?} if there is a sequence of n-dimensional balls B, with 
radii r, such that rk -+ co, q E L*(B,) and 
-1 q*(x)dx+O 
id,/ Bk 
as k-+m (1.6) 
where ]Bk] denotes the volume of the ball B,. 
Let u be a real-valued function in P(W) with restricted growth 
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properties. Then in Wong j201 the essential spectrum of the pseudo 
differential equation 
where, denoting the Fourier transform of w by 3. 
1 
(,T, y/)(x) = (2K)“i2 _ R” ~ixwr) 3(0 c 
i 
XER” (1.8) 
has been shown to contain {a(<): 4 E R”} provided that there is a sequence 
of n-dimensional balls B, with radii rk such that rk -+ 00 as k + 03, 
4 E L’(B,) and (1.6) is satisfied. Various spectra of pseudo differential 
operators To and their perturbations have been studied in Wong [20]. 
In Schechter [ 161 the essential spectrum of (1.5) when (1.6) is replaced by 
q2(x)dx-+M2 as k-+a, (l-9) 
is shown to have gaps of uniformly bounded length. Precisely it is shown in 
Schechter [16] that for A E {P(r): <E R”}, the interval [A -M, I + MJ 
intersects the essential spectrum of (1.5) provided that the balls in (1.9) are 
nonoverlapping. If the nonoverlap assumption can be dispensed with, then 
Schechter’s gap theorem extends all the results mentioned hitherto except 
those of Titchmarsh and Wong. The proof of Schechter’s gap theorem is 
based on the local property of differential operators. See p. 158 of Schechter 
[ 161 for details. It is known from the work of Peetre [ 131 that pseudo 
differential operators are not local in general. This is why generalization of 
Schechter’s gap theorem to the pseudo differential equation (1.7) presents 
difficulty and hence some challenge. 
In the case when n = 1 and q(x) is a real-valued function continuous and 
bounded on [0, co), it is shown in Putnam [15] that the interval &,,clz) 
intersects the essential spectrum associated with (1.1) and (1.2) provided that 
and 
iu, - ,4 > liT+:yp q(x) - lij;+,$f q(x) 
Putnam’s gap theorem includes (1.3) and an earlier result on the least point 
of the essential spectrum associated with (1.1) and (1.2). See Hartman and 
Putnam [ 111. Suppose that there is a sequence of n-dimensional cubes C, of 
side 21, such that I, -+ co and q E L*(C,). Then it is proved in Eastham [4 ] 
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that the interval @i, I*) intersects the essential spectrum of (1.4) provided 
and 
p2 -p, > 2 lir$f 
where ) C, ( denotes the volume of C,. It can be shown that Putnam’s gap 
theorem is generalized by Eastham. 
In this paper a generalization of Eastham’s gap theorem to (1.7) is 
obtained if we assume that the pseudo differential operator T, given by (1.8) 
satisfies one of the following conditions: 
b, 00) = {o(r): TE R”] c (--co, co) for some p > -co, (1.10) 
(-00, S] = {o(cf): (I E IF?} c (-co, co) for some 6< co, (1.11) 
(-co, co) = {o(C): (E W}. (1.12) 
This generalized gap theorem of Eastham is used in Section 4 to extend 
Schechter’s gap theorem to (1.7) provided that the pseudo differential 
operator T, given by (1.8) satisfies one of (l.lO), (1.1 l), (1.12). Schechter’s 
gap theorem is then observed to be valid without the nonoverlap assumption. 
In fact it is a special case of the generalized gap theorem of Eastham. All the 
results in Section 3 of Chapter 8 in Schechter [ 161 can be extended to our 
class of pseudo differential operators. Again we do not need the nonoverlap 
assumption imposed by Schechter. In this respect the results are new even for 
partial differential operators. 
Much more precise results on gaps in the essential spectrum of ordinary 
differential operators have been obtained in a series of papers by Eastham. 
See Eastham [3], Eastham and El-Deberky [7], Eastham [5] and Eastham 
[6]. Gaps in the essential spectrum of partial differential operators are also 
dealt with in Section 6 of Eastham [3]. 
2. PSEUDO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let m E (0, co). S” is defined to be the set of all functions CJ E Cm@“) 
such that for each multi-index a, there exists a constant C, > 0 satisfying 
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If (T E P, then we can define To on .Y (the Schwartz space) by 
where 
The pseudo differential operator T, with symbol 0 obviously maps 9 into 
.Y. 
Let To be a pseudo differential operator satiefyirrg one of tire eo&tions 
given in (i,lO), (1.11) and (1.12). Let q be a real-vahmd meaaurabk km&ion 
defined on R”. Denote by L% the set of all functions 4 in 9 sueb that 
q#EL*(lR”). We assume that @ is dense in L’(R”). The operator 
T: CS -+ L2(R”) defined by 
V=T,$+qh #E-@ (2.1) 
is our main object to be studied in this paper. In the sequel we denote by Jl ]} 
and (, ) the norm and inner product in L2(R”), reapeotively. 
3. A GENERALIZED THEORBM OF EAWHAM ONCAPS 
In this section we obtain an analogue of Theorem 1 in Eastham [4] for 
pseudo differentiai operators given by (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that there is a sequence of n-d&aensis#ctl balls 
B, with centres ak and radii rk such that tk -+ c;o as k + a0 and q f L2(Bk). 
Let p,, p2 be real numbers such that 
CclfCl2>2P ifa sati#es ( 1.10) 




where jBbl denotes the volume af B,. Assume that a se@-@atM extwn of 
T: CS -+ L2(W) exists and is denoted by L. Then &,p,) intersects the 
essential spectrum C,(L) of L. 
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Remarks. (1) When TO = --A, we get Theorem 1 in Eastham [4]. (2) 
For simplicity, we only give a proof of Theorem 3.1 for the case when u 
satisfies (1.10). The other two cases can be covered by slight and obvious 
modifications. The proof given below is suggested by techniques used in 
Eastham [4] and Wong [20]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Q1, y,) n Z&) = 0. Then for 
E > 0, the interval (,.u~ $ E, ,u, - E) consists only of a finite number of eigen- 
values of finite multiplicity. Denote these eigenvalues by AI,..., A,, where 
each eigenvalue is repeated a number of times equal to its multiplicity. 
Choose an orthonormal set w,(x),..., w,(x), where v,(x) is an eigenfunction 
corresponding to Aj for j = l,..., N. Let ~1 denote the midpoint of (,u, , ,+). 
Then by (3.1), p> p. By (l.lO), there is an 0 E R” such that 
el) = P* (3.3) 
Let c= J1x1,l dx. Choose a function ( E C~(iR”) such that 
4(x) = 0, 1x1 > 1, (3.4) 
0 < qqx) < c- uz, XEIR” (3.5) 
and 
11411 = . (3.6) 
For k = 1, 2,..., define 
)Jx) = els” ONx - ad/b) r; d2. 
Denoting by (EA} the resolution of the identity of L, we then have 
II@ -/4hl12=jm @-dZ44hhJ 
-cc 
(3.7) 
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since ljq5klj = l/#ii = 1 by (3.6) and (3.7). It can be shown easily that qk 
converges weakly to zero in L’iQ-;‘“) as k + co. Thus (qk, vi) -+ 0 as k --+ co, 
j = l,..., N. Hence 
U/2>cUz --all -- 2-5) < l$pf IU. --flu> $A. 
Since E is arbitrary, it follows that 
(1/2)012-~,)~li~~fIl(L -P)hll. (3.8) 
By Plancherel’s theorem, 
!l~~,-Pu)9,11*= \ l~(w~I*l~k631*&~ k = 1, 2,.... 
. I,0 
An easy computation gives 
J,(t) = rf* e-i(6-v)‘ak&tk(< - rf)), (E R”. 
Therefore 
Il0-,-P)4#=~j: 1 1~~5)-~121/~~,~~-~)112~~ _ pm 
Using (3.3) and the fact that rk -+ co as k -+ co, we have 
for every l E R”. Since 6 E <L*‘, it follows that for any integer N, there is a 
constant C, > 0 such that 
I&>! G Cdl + ICV~ CE R”. 
Since u E Sm, there is a constant C > 0 such that 
for 6 E IR” and k = 1,2 ,.... Hence for k = 1,2 ,..., 
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By choosing N large enough so that 2m - 2N < -n, we have 
(1 + ) c#“-*~ E L1(lR”). Hence Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
implies that 
Moreover, by (3.4) and (3.5), 
Therefore 
=I&., i 4*(x) dx* 
(3.10) 
It follows from (3.Q (3.9) and (3.10) that 
This contradicts (3.2) and completes the proof. 
4. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRA 
Theorem 3.1 gives interesting information about the essential spectra of 
pseudo differential operators given by (2.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that there is a sequence of n-dimensional balls 
B, with radii r,, -+ 00 as k + co, q E L’(B,) and 
(4.1) 
where IB,( denotes the volume of B,. Assume that a self-a&oint extension of 
T: 9 -+ L*(lR”) exists and is denoted by L. Then for L E {a(T>: r E R”}, the 
interval [A - M, A + M] intersects the essential spectrum of L. 
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Remark. Since the spectrum of the smallest closed extension of the 
partial differential operator P(D): .P -+ L’(!E”) is either a half line or the 
entire real line, it follows that Theorem 3. I in Chapter 8 of Schechter ] I6 ] is 
a special case of Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.1 also shows that the assumption 
that the balls are nonoverlapping is not necessary in Schechter’s theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For~.‘~>O.let~,=i;.-M--r:and~r, -A+M-? t;. 
Then by (4.1), 
. . 
12 -rUl = 2M + 2E > 2 llF,iyf 
1 
--!- I’ /l&x) dx[ !I*. 
(B,j ,!*, 
Since A E (a(r): CE R”}, it follows that or -tbu, = 2A satisfies (3.1). By 
Theorem 3. I, the interval (u, ,,Q intersects the essential spectrum of L. Since 
E is arbitrary, the theorem is proved. 
Using Theorem 4.1, all the results in Section 3 of Chapter 8 in Schechter 
[16] can be extended to pseudo differential operators defined by (2.1). The 
following corollary is an extension of Corollary 3.2 in Chapter 8 of 
Schechter [ I6 ]. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let there be a real number z and a sequence of n- 
dimensional balls B, with radii rk -+ CO as k -+ a~, q E L’(B,) and 
liy &f 
I J 
& A + k Bk 
(q(x) - r)* a5 1 < Mz (4.2) 
where j B,( denotes the volume of B,. Suppose that a se&a&int extension of 
T: La -+L*(iR”) exists and is denoted by L. Then for each 
A E (a({) + z: c E W}, the interval [A -M, il f M] intersects the essential 
spectrum of L. 
Proof: Let q,(x) = q(x) - r. Then L - t is a self-adjoint extension of 
T, + q, : @ -+ L*(W). By (4.2) 
Let A, E {a(r): C E R” ). Then by Theorem 4.1, the interval [A, -M, 1, + M] 
intersects the essential spectrum of L - 5. Hence the interval [A - M, A f M] 
intersects the essential spectrum of L. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that the real-valued function q in (2.1) is in 
L&,(W”). Let there be real nsus&ers M and m such that 
liz szp 4(X) = M + (4.3) 
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and 
1:~ i;f q(x) = m. 
--t (4.4) 
Let 1, = (1/2)(M f m) and 1, = (1/2)(&Z - m). Suppose that a self-aaoint 
extension of T, + q: G3 + L2(IR”) exists and is denoted by L. Then for each 
A E {a(r) + A,: r E I?“}, the interval [,I -A,, /z + A,] intersects the essential 
spectrum of L. 
Remarks. (1) If q E L~,,(lR”), then it can be shown that g = 
Y i7 {f E L’(IR”): qf E L’(IR”)} is dense in L2(IR”). 
(2) The dependence of the essential spectrum on the oscillation of the 
function q at infinity has been noted in Putnam [ 151. See also Section 3 1 of 
Glazman [9]. 
(3) Under the conditions of Corollary 4.3, it can be shown that there 
is one and only one self-adjoint extension of T, + q: @ --+ L’(IF”). See Wong 
1201. 
Proof of Corollary 4.3, Let j be a positive integer. By (4.3) and (4.4), 
there is a number kj > 0 such that for Ix ( > kj, 
-A2--+=m-f- A1 <q(x)-& <M+f-A, =A, +f. 
Therefore 
(4.5) 
Let Bj be a ball of radius rj contained in Ix/> kj. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that r, -+ co as j--f co. Therefore by (4.5), 
& /q(x)-A,)*dx< b2+f)‘3 j = 1, 2,..., 
j El 
where jBjl denotes the volume of Bj. Hence 
By Corollary 4.2, the interval [A -A,, 1+ A,] intersects the essential 
spectrum of L for any 1 E {a(<)+A,: 6E IF?“}. 
We can give an analogue of a result in Hartman [lo] for pseudo 
differential operators. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that the real-valued function q in (2.1) is in 
L~&f?‘“) and satisfies lim,,,,, q(x) = 0. Assume that a sef-adjoint extension 
of T, + q: S? -+ L*(R”) exists and is denoted by L. -Then the essential 
spectrum of L contains (a(<): < E IV” \ 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.3 if we note that 
lim sup,.,,,q(x) = lim inf,,, +co q(x) = 0. 
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